


THE EVERLASTING HABITATIONS
Organ Music by James Cook

Myles Hartley at the organ of Manchester College Chapel, Oxford

Organ Symphony

1. Odyssey (Heaven Taken by Storm) 10:56
2. Pneumatologia 6:08
3. Proem 3:05
4. Ultima (The Four Last Things) 10:15

Man’s Fourfold State

5. In Eden 2:46
6. In Nature 1:57
7. In Grace 1:46
8. In Heaven 1:59

Two Voluntaries

9. A Glimpse of Glory 2:03
10. A Glance of Heaven 4:30

Heaven and Hell Epitomised : Two Sacred Lessons

11. Calvaries of Love 8:22
12. The Everlasting Habitations 8:24

Total CD duration: 62:15



Introduction by the Composer

All the organ music on this disc was
composed during 2004 and was
performed on the organ of Manchester
College Chapel, Oxford on 19 November
2004.
Manchester College, as the name
suggests, was originally founded in
Manchester, in the 18th century, for the
education of students denied access to
the Oxbridge colleges because of their
non-conformity to the Anglican (Church
of England) ritual and doctrine of the
time. After changing location several
times, the college finally re-located to
Oxford in 1889. In the 1990s the name
of the college was changed to Harris
Manchester College, in appreciation of a
generous benefactor, although the
chapel foundation retained its original
name.

Manchester College Chapel is
distinguished for its Burne-Jones stained
glass windows; not only beautiful, the
chapel is also surprisingly quiet, despite
being situated close to the centre of a
busy city; this has made it a highly
satisfactory recording venue. The sound
of the organ, in the English Romantic
tradition, is robust yet poetic, and is

ideally suited to the music on this disc
which shares the same qualities.

Organ Symphony

An Odyssey is an epic journey and both
secular and religiously-inspired writers
have used this concept as a metaphor
for the soul’s final journey, in Christian
belief, across the sea of eternity.
Notable among the secularists, Walt
Whitman (1819-1892} in his ‘Wispers of
heavenly Death’ from his Leaves of
Grass (1855) speculated about the soul’s
passage to the “Unknown Region” after
death. His eponymous work “Towards
the Unknown Region” was the subject of
a fine setting by Ralph Vaughan
Williams. Amongst many Christian
writers, the puritan Thomas Watson
(c.1620-1686) described Man’s last
journey thus: “At death we shall take
shipping and shall be set upon the shore
of eternity”.

The opening movement [1] (“Odyssey”)
of the Organ Symphony portrays this
tempestuous voyage into the unknown
with turbulent clashes of harmony and
ponderous pedal notes. However, later,
a more lyrical yet ardent theme is
contrasted with the opening material and



then both themes are “developed “ in
the traditional symphonic sense,
although the music is not structured in
classical sonata form. The final section of
the movement reprises the lyrical motif
in majestic grandeur and the movement
ends with appropriate symphonic
gravitas as the journey is concluded.

The Puritan writers John Owen and John
Flavel both wrote treatises called
Pneumatologia. Flavel’s work refers to
the soul of Man and the second
movement [2] depicts the soul’s
mysterious journey out from the flesh
and into the spiritual realm A succession
of major thirds wends its way up from
the lowest note of the organ (C) virtually
to its highest, before the music is
punctuated by a series of solemn and
dissonant triads. There then follows a
mesmeric melody which is played above,
between and below some hypnotically
repeating chords. At one point this
eerisome tune is formed into a canon
between both hands, before the opening
thirds return, this time descending from
the highest to the lowest extremes of
the organ’s register. The movement
ends enigmatically with the solemn
triads as heard previously, now rising
into infinity.

Proem, or Preamble [3] fulfils the role of
a scherzo in this symphony. This, the
lightest and shortest of the four
movements, simply consists of a free-
flowing melody accompanied by
variously shaded chords which distort
the tune from major to minor and
between treble and bass registers.

The fourth movement [4] is entitled
Ultima (“ultimate”) and refers to the
“Four Last Things” which are Death,
Judgement, Heaven and Hell. Many
Puritan writers wrote on this subject,
among them Isaac Ambrose, Samuel
Bolton, William Bates and John Bunyan.
The movement presents four themes,
each representing one of these
concepts, and throws then all together in
different and contrasting dramatic
moods. The them representing Hell is
flavoured with tritone harmony,
described since Mediaeval times as
“Diabolus in musica – the devil in
music”) and although Ultima ends with
the heavenly theme in transcendence,
there is a final musical whiff of sulphur
to spoil the otherwise serene conclusion
of the symphony.



Suite for Organ – Man’s Fourfold State

Like the Symphony, this music draws its
inspirations from a literary source,
namely Thomas Boston’s “Man’s
Fourfold State”, or “Human Nature in its
Fourfold State”, which describes the
puritan view of the four conditions in the
history of humanity. These are described
as: (1) Man’s first innocence, (2) Man’s
submission to the given Law, (3) Man as
a new creation in Christ, and (4) Man in
a future, final resurrected perfection.
The Suite is designed to be played on
organ, piano, harp or harpsichord, each
one of the four movements allocated a
different, separate instrument according
to the preference of the performers.

The music for In Eden [5] begins as if
from nothing, with a solitary A natural,
before blossoming into melodic material
tinged with the Lydian mode. This is
interrupted by gently reflective chords
before the music encloses upon the
same single note with which it began. In
Nature [6] depicts Man under the law,
not the law “red in tooth and claw” but
the Law engraved upon ten tablets of
stone presented by God to Moses on
Mount Sinai. A serpentine theme is
treated in strict academic canon,

strenuously avoiding all “forbidden”
consecutive fifths (unlike the preceding
movement). The movement ends with a
short run of stern chords treated
palendromically; the musical equivalent
of an equally balanced pair of scales.

In Grace [7] is the simplest of the four
sections of the suite. It is constructed
from a three-line texture moving in
parallel, similar and oblique motion at
various stages. The movement shares
some thematic material with In Eden,
and alludes to the same Lydian whole-
tone tunefulness. The music here also
resolves onto a single unison A natural
at one point and ends by expanding this
note to a full chord of ebullient A major.

In Heaven [8] portrays the Church
Triumphant culminating in its final
heavenly state. Bright, assertive triads
offset martial-sounding melodies which
jostle together as the music builds up to
its final victorious conclusion. Here the
Lydian theme from In Eden is again
introduced to resolve, triumphantly, the
movement and the suite as a whole.



Two Voluntaries

Both of these pieces are named after the
titles of books by the puritan author
Richard Sibbes (1577-1635) and are
perhaps self-explanatory. A Glimpse of
Glory [9] is loud and energetic, whereas
A Glance of Heaven [10], in contrast, is
dreamy and languid in character.

Heaven and Hell Epitomised – Two
Sacred Lessons

The term “lesson” in music originated in
England as referring to pieces for
keyboard exercises. However, over time,
the “lesson” was elaborated into more
substantial works, including sets of
pieces as well as individual works, for
various instruments, although precise
definition is rather difficult to pin down.
The hell represented here [11] is not
the hell of demons and rivers of molten
bell-metal, but the agonies of Jesus at
Calvary. The title “Calvaries of Love” is
taken from a line of Emily Dickinson
(poem 322). This first piece of the pair
combines two distinct musical forms: the
chorale prelude, in which a chorale
melody, nearly always originally set for
voices, is elaborated to form an
independent piece, and the chaconne,

which is a series of variations built on
the same harmonic frame. These two
forms are alternated, juxtaposed and
combined in a variety of ways. The
“chorale” tune used here is non-vocal,
invented purely for use in this piece.

The Everlasting Habitations [12] takes
its name from Christ’s term for heaven
found in St. Luke’s Gospel (16:9). The
music consists of alternating chordal and
melodic themes both meditative and
pious rather than dramatic. The tonal
structure of the piece rocks gently
between the key centres of C major and
D major, the tonal duality found in single
chords of C and D played separately and
together, and between sections of the
movement as a whole. This shifting
harmony echoes and repeats on a
broader level the basic tonal basis of the
two movements, D for Calvaries of Love
and C for The Everlasting Habitations.
The work ends peacefully, after as few
harmonic twists and turns, in a settled C
major.

Notes © 2005 James Cook



JAMES COOK studied composition as a
recognised student at Oxford University
during the Hilary term of 1994 and was
later employed during 1998 and 1989 at
Eton College. Since 1994 he has written
over 300 pieces, mainly for
unaccompanied choir but recently he has
added some instrumental colour to his
work through the use of organ and harp.

MYLES HARTLEY was born in
Whitehaven, Cumbria, in 1977. Whilst a
chorister at Exeter College, Oxford, he
began organ playing under Richard
Tanner before gaining a Music
Scholarship to Radley College, continuing
studies with Robert Gower and David
Sanger. Myles spent a year as Organ
Scholar of St. George’s Chapel, Windsor
Castle, before going to Worcester
College, Oxford, fulfilling his duties as
Organ Scholar alongside his degree
studies in Music. Having been Organist
of St. Alban’s Church, Oxford, and a
teacher of music at the Royal Latin
School, Buckingham, Myles is now Organ
Scholar at Harris Manchester College,
undertaking post-graduate research into
the music of the seventeenth-century
composer, William Child. A Fellow of the
Royal College of Organists, he
accompanies choirs and gives recitals

extensively. Non-musical interests
include cooking and conjuring,
occasionally at the same time!

THE ORGAN AT HARRIS
MANCHESTER COLLEGE
The Chapel organ was built in 1893 by
Gray and Davison with twenty-three
speaking stops and three couplers, the
gift of Mrs George Buckton. The front
pipes were designed and painted by
William Morris & Co. It stands in a
chamber on the north side of the Choir,
originally placed further back in the arch
than it now stands, with the console
bellow behind open screenwork. A
Service of Dedication was held on 18
October 1893, at which the organ was
played by William Tate of London, and
the Chapel organist E.L.Price played a
selection of music, with vocal solos, that
evening. The Chapel buildings were
formally opened on the following day,
with a recital by T.W. Dodds, organist of
Queens College.

In 1930 the instrument was enlarged to
three manuals, and redesigned to the
specification of the then College
organist, Harold Spicer, the work being
paid for by the widow of former college
principal Dr. J. Estlin Carpenter (who



was also the original donor’s daughter),
and carried out by Nicholson’s of
Worcester. Some time later a 4-foot flute
was substituted for the Swell Lieblich
bourdon and a Quintaton for the Great
Dolce, but otherwise the organ remained
unchanged until 1972,when a new
detached console with solid state electric
action was provided. At the same time
two mutation stops, a nazard and a
tierce, were added to the Choir in place
of the celeste and viol d’orchestre. The
organ, which still incorporates the best
of the original pipework, now has three
manuals of 61 notes, a full compass
pedal organ of 30 notes, with 42
speaking stops and 20 couplers. All
drawknobs and pistons are ivory.
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Current specification of the Manchester College Chapel Organ

Great Organ 1 Bourdon wood 16’
2 Open Diapason I metal 8’
3 Open Diapason II metal 8’
4 Claribel Flute wood 8’
5 Dolce metal 8’
6 Harmonic Flute metal 4’
7 Principal metal 4’
8 Twelfth metal 2⅔’
9 Fifteenth metal 2’
10 Tromba metal 8’

Swell Organ 11 Lieblich Bourdon wood 16’
12 Open Diapason metal 8’
13 Lieblich Gedackt wood 8’
14 Salicional metal 8’
15 Voix Celeste metal 8’
16 Gemshorn metal 4’
17 Fifteenth metal 2’
18 Mixture (17,19,22)
19 Oboe metal 8’
20 Tremulant
21 Contra Fagotto metal 16’
22 Trumpet metal 8’
23 Clarion metal 4’

Choir Organ 24 Viol di Gamba metal 8’
25 Rohr Flute wood 8’
26 Viole d’Orchestre metal 8’
27 Viole Celeste metal 8’
28 Dulciana metal 8’
29 Hohl Flute wood 4’
30 Viola metal 4’
31 Clarinet metal 8’
32 Tremulant
33 Tuba Minor metal 8’

Pedal Organ 34 Contrabass (acoustic) 32’



35 Open Diapason wood 16’
36 Bourdon wood 16’
37 Echo Bass (from 1) wood 16’
38 Octave (partly from 35) wood 8’
39 Flute (from 1) wood 8’
40 Contra Fagotto (from 21) metal 16’
41 Ophicleide (partly from 33) metal 16’
42 Tuba (from 33) metal 8’

Couplers
43 Swell Sub Octave to Great
44 Swell to Great
45 Swell Octave to Great
46 Choir Sub Octave to Great
47 Choir to Great
48 Choir Octave to Great
49 Swell Sub Octave to Choir
50 Swell to Choir
51 Swell Octave to Choir
52 Swell Sub Octave

53 Swell Unison off
54 Swell Octave
55 Choir Sub Octave
56 Choir Unison off
57 Choir Octave
58 Great to Pedal
59 Swell to Pedal
60 Choir to Pedal
61 Swell Octave to Pedal
62 Choir Octave to Pedal

Combination Couplers
63 Combination Great and Pedal pistons: 64 Combination Swell and Pedal pistons

Combination Pistons
Five thumb pistons to Great (3 fixed 2 adjustable) : Five thumb pistons to Swell (3 fixed 2 adjustable)
Five thumb pistons to Choir (3 fixed 2 adjustable) : Five toe pistons to Pedal (3 fixed 2 adjustable)
One toe piston for setting adjustables

Reversible Pistons
One thumb piston Great to Pedal : One toe piston Great to Pedal
One thumb piston Swell to Pedal : One thumb piston Choir to Pedal
One thumb piston Swell to Great : One thumb piston Swell Suboctave and Octave to Great
One thumb piston Choir Tuba sub and super to Great

Swell Pedals Balanced Crescendo Pedal to Swell : Balanced Crescendo Pedal to Choir

Action: Tubular Pneumatic
Wind pressures: Great and Pedal 3”, Swell flues 3”, Swell reeds 5”, Choir 3½”, Tuba 7”, Action 8”.




